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Abstract—Federated learning is a new communication and

computing concept that allows naturally distributed data sets

(e.g., as in data acquisition sensors) to be used to train global

models, and therefore successfully addresses privacy, power and

bandwidth limitations in wireless networks. In this paper, we

study the communications problem of latency minimization of

a multi-user wireless network used to train a decentralized

machine learning model. To facilitate low latency, the wireless

stations (WSs) employ non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)

for simultaneous transmission of local model parameters to the

base station, subject to the users’ maximum CPU frequency,

maximum transmit power, and maximum available energy. The

proposed resource allocation scheme guarantees fair resource

sharing among WSs by enforcing only a single WS to spend

the maximum allowable energy or transmit at maximum power,

whereas the rest of the WSs transmit at lower power and

spend less energy. The closed-form analytical solution for the

optimal values of resource allocation parameters is used for

efficient online implementation of the proposed scheme with low

computational complexity.

Index Terms—wireless federated learning; non-orthogonal

multiple access; latency minimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The next-generation wireless networks are envisioned to in-
tegrate communication and computing by employing artificial
intelligence [1]. The novel concept of federated learning (FL)
is suitable for these networks because the massive amounts
of data acquired by the wireless (e.g. sensor) nodes can be
exploited without transferring them over the wireless channel
into the network cloud but rather processing them locally.
Wireless federated learning (WFL) is a novel concept for
distributed machine learning that helps wireless stations (WSs)
to collaboratively build a shared learning model while locally
preserving their own training data [2]. In particular, WSs train
their local models using their local datasets over multiple train-
ing rounds and then offload the model parameters to the central
server (i.e., the base station - BS) over the wireless channel.
The BS aggregates the locally updated model parameters into
a single set of model parameters, which is used to update the
global learning model and transmit it back wirelessly to the
WSs. The ”federated averaging” scheme combines the local
updates by simply averaging them in the central server [3].

The particularities of the wireless channel must be taken
into account when designing WFL systems. Due to path loss,
WSs at different distances to the BS can achieve different
transmission rates, which means that it would take different
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times for different WS to transmit the same amount of infor-
mation (i.e., the locally updated model parameters). Therefore,
the convergence time of the federated learning should consider
both the local processing time in the WSs and the transmission
time from WSs to the BS. Papers [4] and [5] propose schemes
that minimize the convergence time in a WFL system based
on orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
and FDMA, respectively. To facilitate low latency, the WSs
can employ non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) for si-
multaneous transmission of their local model parameters to
the BS. WFL systems employing NOMA have been studied
in recent papers [6]-[9]. In [6], WFL uses NOMA for “over the
air” aggregation/computation of uncoded analog transmissions
from multiple users and minimizes the learning optimality gap.
Paper [7] maximizes the weighted-sum rate over the NOMA
uplink, subject to the maximum power constraint of the
WSs. Paper [8] minimizes the communication latency of the
NOMA-based WFL system, but neglects the maximum power
constraint and the maximum central processing unit (CPU)
frequency of the WS, both of which have a significant effect on
the system design. Paper [9] proposes a user selection scheme
that ensures selected NOMA users can achieve sufficiently
high rates to provide a quality update to the central model.

In this paper, we propose a novel resource allocation scheme
for a WFL system based on NOMA, which minimizes the
sum of the durations of the communications phase and the
local computation phase during the machine learning process.
Due to its fairness properties [10], NOMA is a suitable
multiple access method for WFL, because, regardless of their
distance to the central server, the WSs typically offload the
same amount of information (i.e., the model parameters of
their identical local learning models). The proposed scheme
considers both the power and the energy constraint imposed
on each WS, as well as, the CPU frequency of the WS. We
present an original analytical method for solving the resource
allocation problem, which relies on a novel expression for
calculating the transmit powers of the WSs, indexed according
to the order of successive interference cancellation (SIC). As
outlined in the Numerical results section, compared to the time
division multiple access (TDMA), NOMA can more success-
fully handle the low latency requirements of the considered
WFL system in the relevant range of system parameters [11].

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Wireless FL model

The considered WFL system consists of a single BS and K
WSs. The BS has a central server that hosts the global learning
model, whereas each WS hosts the local learning model and
its own dataset. From the communications aspect, the BS
is equipped with a single transmitting/receiving antenna, and
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each WS is also equipped with a single antenna. The base
station collects the local model parameters from the WS and
applies a FL strategy (e.g. “federated averaging”), for updating
the central model [3]. The training process of both global and
local models runs over multiple training rounds (TRs), during
which the global and the local models converge. Each TR con-
sists of 2 phases: local computation phase, and communication
phase. We assume that the kth WS has available local data set
Dk, that consists of Dk samples. During the local computation
phase, each WS trains its local model using its local dataset
and ML updating method (such as the stochastic gradient
descent method for numerical optimization). Next, during the
communications phase, all WSs simultaneously transmit their
local model parameters to the BS by employing NOMA. The
FL round is completed by the BS aggregating the local model
parameters, updating the central model, and broadcasting these
parameters back to the WSs.

B. Local computation phase

In the local computation phase, the kth WS trains its local
model over Ik iterations, starting with model parameters’
values received from the BS at the end of the previous TR.
For the kth WS, its CPU frequency is denoted by fk (CPU
cycles/second), the computation load needed to process a
single data sample is denoted by Lk (CPU cycles/sample), and
the number of iterations in each local computation phase in
any given TR is denoted by Ik. Therefore, ak = IkLkDk is the
total number of CPU cycles needed by the kth WS to realize
its local computation in one TR. We assume ak = a0, 8k, in
which case the duration of the local computation of the kth WS
is given by ⌧k = a0/fk. The amount of energy consumed by
the kth WS during the local computation phase within a single
TR is determined by ELC

k = ↵akf2
k , where ↵ is the energy

efficiency coefficient that depends on the CPU architecture of
the WS. Since all WSs transmit simultaneously, the duration of
the local computation phase, ⌧0, is calculated as the maximum
of the individual computation phases of all WSs, i.e.,

⌧0 = max
1kK

⇢
a0
fk

�
. (1)

C. Transmission phase

The communications phase consists of the uplink transmis-
sion phase (from WSs to the BS) and the downlink trans-
mission phase (from BS to the WS)1. The uplink transmission
has duration t0 and is realized by simultaneous transmission of
all WS to the BS utilizing NOMA. The order of information
decoding at the BS corresponds to the order of decreasing
gains of the respective channels from the WSs to the BS,
hk(1  k  K). Assuming the WS are indexed according in
increasing order of their channel gains, |h1|  |h2|  · · · 

|hK |, BS decodes the information from the employment of SIC
in decreasing order WS index, thus removing the interference

1During the downlink transmission, the BS broadcasts the aggregated model
parameters to the WS. However, we neglect the duration of the BS broadcast
transmission, because the broadcast channel has a much higher capacity
compared to the capacity per user of the multiple access channel. Even if
the broadcast phase is not neglected, its duration would appear as a constant
additive term in the overall system latency and would not affect the considered
design optimization [5], [8], [12].

from previously decoded WSs. The BS first decodes the
codeword transmitted by WS K, while being exposed to
interference from all other WSs, then subtracts the Kth WS’s
decoded signal from the received signal, then decodes the
codeword transmitted by WS K � 1, as so on. In this case,
the achievable rate of kth WS is given by

Rk = B log2

 
|hk|

2 pkPk�1
j=1 |hj |

2 pj +N0

!
, 1  k  K (2)

where B is the communication bandwidth of the uplink
channel, N0 is the thermal noise power at the BS receiver,
and pk is the transmit power of kth WS.

The amount of data comprising the local model parameters
of kth WS, bk, that need to be offloaded to the BS are equal to
b0 (i.e., bk = b0, 8k). Given the rate Rk, the time needed by
the kth WS to offload the model parameters is tk = b0/Rk.
The energy needed by the kth WS to transmit this much
data is given by EWT

k = pktk. Due to NOMA, we impose
a constraint tk = t0, 8k, in which case, the duration t0 of the
uplink transmission phase is calculated by [12, Lemma 1]

t0 =
kb0

B log2

⇣Pk
i=1 pixi + 1

⌘ , 1  k  K, (3)

where xi = |hi|
2 /N0. In (3), t0 must have the same value

for any k, yielding a set of K equations that must be satisfied
(i.e., the constraint C1 in the following section).

III. LATENCY MINIMIZATION

We aim to minimize the duration of the system latency, T0,
during a single TR, defined as the sum of the duration of
the local computation phase, ⌧0, determined by (1), and the
duration of the transmission phase, t0, determined by (3). In
doing so, we determine the optimal values of the transmit
powers, pk, 8k, and CPU frequencies of the WSs, fk, 8k.
The optimization problem leading to the proposed resource
allocation scheme is given by:

Minimize
t0,pk,fk

t0 + max
1kK

⇢
a0
fk

�

subject to:
C1 : t0

k B log2

⇣
1 +

Pk
i=1 xipi

⌘
= b0, 8k

C2 : pk  Pmax, 8k
C3 : ↵a0f2

k + pkt0  Emax, 8k
C4 : fk  fmax, 8k

(4)

where constraint C1 refers to (3), and C2 refers to the maxi-
mum transmit power constraint of each WS, Pmax. Constraint
C3 applies to the maximum available energy constraint of each
WS, Emax, and C4 applies to the maximum CPU frequency
of each WS, fmax. Note, (4) can be transformed into a convex
optimization problem (c.f. (16) Appendix A), and its solution
is given by the following Theorem.

Theorem 1. The optimal value of the transmit power of the

kth WS is given by:

p⇤k =
ekz

⇤
� e(k�1)z⇤

xk
, (5)

where z⇤ is given as

z⇤ = min {z01, z02, . . . , z0K , g01, g02, . . . , g0K} , (6)
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where z0k is determined as the solution of following equation:

ekz0k � e(k�1)z0k = Pmaxxk, (7)

whereas g0k is determined together with the CPU frequency

f0k, as the solution of the following set of equations:

1� g0k(k � 1)� eg0k + kg0ke
g0k = 2↵a0(f0k)

3xke
�g0k(k�1)

(8a)
ekg0k � e(k�1)g0k

g0k
=

xk

�
Emax � ↵a0(f0k)2

�

c0
(8b)

The optimal CPU frequency of the kth WS is determined by:

f⇤
k =

⇢
f0k, f0k < fmax

fmax, f0k � fmax
(9)

The system latency during a single TR is minimized at

T ⇤
0 =

c0
z⇤

+max

⇢
a0
f⇤
k

�
, (10)

where c0 is defined by

c0 =
b0 log(2)

B
. (11)

Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.

A. Complexity analysis

Interior-point methods typically solve convex optimization
problems as (16) in a number of iteration steps, n1, which
is almost always in the range between 10 < n1 < 100 [13,
Section 1.3.1]. Each iteration step requires max

�
S3
1 , S

2
1S2

 

operations, where S1 is the total number of variables and S2

is the total number of constraints [13]. Since S1 = 2K + 2
and S2 = 4K, the complexity for solving (4) is given by
O
�
n1K3

�
. On the other hand, for each k, the set of equations

(8a)-(8b) can be efficiently solved by the Newton’s method
[14]. Actually, replacing f0k from (8b) into (8a), we obtain a
single (twice continuously differentiable) nonlinear equation in
variable g0k, whose single root can be estimated with quadratic
rate of convergence [14, Section 2.2]. For example, Newton’s
method needs approximately 20 iterations to achieve accuracy
of six decimal places, and, therefore, similarly to n1, we can
safely assume that the typical number of steps, n2, needed to
solve (8a)-(8b) is almost always in the range 10 < n2 < 100.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

For the performance evaluation of the proposed WFL
scheme, we assume K = 20 WSs distributed uniformly along
the distance to the BS as dk = 50k meters (1  k  K).
Each WS has its local dataset available for FL training of
size Dk = 1000 samples. The computational load of each
WS needed to process one data sample is Lk = 1000 CPU
cycles per sample, and the number of local training iterations
in each TR is Ik = 100. The total number of CPU cycles
needed by the kth WS to realize its local computation in
one TR is ak = DkLkIk = a0 = 108. The computation
efficiency is ↵ = 10�28, the thermal noise power before the
BS receiver is N0 = 10�14W, and the transmission bandwidth
is B = 10MHz. We assume that the wireless nodes and the
wireless environment are nearly static, and thus the wireless
signals are only subject to large-scale fading. Even in presence
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Fig. 2. Impact of the size of local model parameters b0 on latency T0

of small-scale (random) fading2, instead of their instantaneous
values, we can use the averaged channel gains dependent on
large-scale fading [15]. Specifically, the uplink channel from
the kth WS to the BS is exposed only to the deterministic
path loss, i.e., |hk|

2 = ⌦k, where ⌦k is determined by
⌦k = 10�3d�3

k . The model assumes 30dB path loss at a
reference distance of 1m, and path loss exponent equal to 3.

To compare the performance of the proposed scheme, we
have introduced a TDMA benchmark scheme. The resource
allocation of the TDMA-based benchmark scheme is obtained
similarly to the NOMA-based scheme, i.e., its parameters
are obtained as a solution to an optimization problem anal-
ogous to (4), with an objective function given by

PK
k=1 tk +

max
1kK

{a0/fk}, while maintaining constraints C1, C2, C3,
and C4 as in (4). The duration of the local computation time,
⌧0, is unchanged, whereas the communication phase consists
of K successive transmissions of duration tk(1  k  K),
each allocated to a different WS. This optimization problem
is easily transformed into a convex one and then solved
numerically, for example, by using the CVX software.3

Fig. 1 depicts the system latency T0 vs. the maximum
available energy Emax, given Pmax = 1W and b0 = 1Mbit.
The two pairs of curves correspond to the proposed and bench-

2In the case of slow fading, depending on the parameters associated with
the FL model, the values of Emax and fmax can be adjusted to ensure that
the duration of a single TR is less than the channel coherence time (i.e., the
channel is constant for the entire TR), c.f. Fig. 1.

3It cannot be straightforwardly assumed that NOMA will outperform
TDMA, because, unlike TDMA, the concurrent NOMA transmissions are
subject to mutual interference, [16].
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mark scheme and are plotted for different fmax (fmax = 100
MHz - solid line and fmax = 1 GHz - dashed line). As the
maximum available energy Emax increases, each station can
transmit at higher transmit power pk and/or can process at
higher CPU frequency fk (i.e., due to constraint C3). Thus,
each WS can deliver the same amount of information for a
shorter period of time. However, increasing the maximum
available energy Emax above a threshold value does not
lead to further reduction of T0, since the latency saturates
when Emax exceeds a certain energy threshold. The saturation
occurs because, although the WSs have sufficient energy at
their disposal, the system latency cannot be further reduced
due to the peak transmit power Pmax (c.f. constraint C2) and
maximum CPU frequency constraint (i.e., due to constraint
C4). Compared to the benchmark scheme, the saturation of
the proposed NOMA-based scheme occurs for higher values
of Emax, because when TDMA is used, WSs need much
more transmit power in order to deliver the same amount
of information, due to the small duration of the successive
transmission intervals tk. Increasing fmax, the total duration of
the TR is reduced, for both schemes, as the computation phase
depends on the corresponding CPU frequency, according to
a0/fk. Thus, higher fk reduces latency but increases the WSs’
power consumption, and the proposed resource allocation
achieves an optimal balance among these two trends.

The impact of the parameters of the learning model on
the latency can be illustrated by changing the values of the
parameter a0. Since a0 = IkLkDk, the higher a0, the higher
the training accuracy of the local learning models of each WS.
Fig. 2 depicts the system latency T0 versus the size of the local
model parameters offloaded to the BS, b0, where a0 appears as
a parameter (a0 = 106 and a0 = 108). The latency increases
with the transmit data size for both schemes due to longer
times required for wireless transmission. The NOMA-based
scheme achieves lower latency than the benchmark scheme,
and the gap grows with increasing b0. This means that the
proposed NOMA-based scheme improves its training accuracy
performance over the benchmark scheme. If we fix the training
duration, our proposed scheme can sustain a higher number
of TR, which leads to improved accuracy of the learning
model [17]. For widely used FL loss functions, such as linear
or logistic loss functions, due to the exponentially decaying
dependence between the accuracy of the global WFL model
and the number of TRs [17, Eq. (17)], a small increase in the
number of TRs leads to very high improvement in accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel resource allocation scheme

that minimizes the total latency in NOMA-based wireless FL
networks. The proposed resource allocation scheme considers
the practical limitations of a wireless network and calculates
the relevant system parameters analytically. The analytical
solutions facilitate efficient online algorithms when the system
operates in a wireless fading environment. The latency of the
proposed NOMA-based scheme is lower than the latency of
the corresponding TDMA-based benchmark scheme.

APPENDIX A
Introducing a new optimization variable T0, the min op-

erator in the objective function of (4) is converted into an

additional constraint C5, which transforms (4) as

Minimize
T0,t0,pk,fk

T0

subject to:
C1 : t0

k B log2

⇣
1 +

Pk
i=1 xipi

⌘
= b0, 8k

C2 : pk  Pmax, 8k
C3 : ↵a0f2

k + pkt0  Emax, 8k
C4 : fk  fmax, 8k
C5 : t0 +

a0
fk

 T0, 8k

(12)

Next, we tackle the constraint C1 by rewriting it for two
consecutive indices, k � 1 and k, as follows:

1 +
k�1X

i=1

pixi = ez(k�1), (13)

1 +
k�1X

i=1

pixi + pkxk = ez k, (14)

where z = c0/t0 with c0 given by (11). Subtracting (14) from
(13), we obtain

pk =
ezk � ez(k�1)

xk
. (15)

Inserting (15) into C2 and C3, (12) is transformed into the
following convex optimization problem:

Minimize
T0,z,fk

T0

subject to:
C20 : ezk�ez(k�1)

xk
 Pmax, 8k

C30 : ↵a0f2
k + c0

xk

ezk�ez(k�1)

z  Emax, 8k
C40 : fk  fmax, 8k
C50 : c0

z + a0
fk

 T0. 8k

(16)

The functions
�
ezk � ez(k�1)

�
and

�
ezk � ez(k�1)

�
/z in the

constraints C20 and C30 are convex functions, which therefore
yields the convexity of (16). The solution given by Theorem 1
is obtained by merging the solutions of two special-case opti-
mization problems: an optimization problem with Emax ! 1

(special case 1), and an optimization problem with Pmax ! 1

(special case 2) .
A. Special case 1: Emax ! 1

In this case, (16) reduces to:

Minimize
z

⇣c0
z

⌘

subject to:
C20 : ezk�ez(k�1)

xk
 Pmax, 8k (17)

For any k, the left-hand side of C20 is monotonically increas-
ing in z, and, therefore, the constraint C20 is equivalently
expressed as z  z0k, 8k, where z0k is determined as a
solution of (7). Thus, (17) is feasible if z  z⇤, where its
optimal solution, z⇤, is determined by:

z⇤ = min {z01, z02, ..., z0K} . (18)

Note, constraint C20 is satisfied with strict equality only for
the single WS, whereas the remaining K�1 WSs satisfy C20

with strict inequalities. Given (18), the the optimal transmit
powers of the WSs are determined by (5).
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B. Special case 2: Pmax ! 1

In this case, introducing the variable change t0 = c0/g, (16)
is transformed as

Minimize
T0,g,fk

T0

subject to:
C3

0
: ↵a0f2

k + c0
xk

egk�eg(k�1)

g  Emax, 8k
C40 : fk  fmax, 8k
C50 : a0

fk
+ c0

g  T0, 8k
(19)

For k � 1 and g � 0, the function
�
egk � eg(k�1)

�
/g exceeds

the value of 1, and monotonically increases in both g and k.
Note, (19) is feasible if the following condition is satisfied:

xkEmax

c0
> 1, 8k. (20)

Otherwise, the WSs do not have sufficient energy to transmit
the desired amount of information to the BS. Additionally,
the solution of y0 =

�
egk � eg(k�1)

�
/g with respect to g,

denoted by g⇤k(y0), increases with increasing y0 (y0 > 1) and
decreasing k (k � 1). Similarly to the special case 1, the
constraint C20 is satisfied with strict equality for only a single
WS, whereas the rest of K � 1 WSs satisfy C20 with strict
inequalities, in which case, C2

0
is equivalently expressed as

g  min
1kK

(
g⇤k

 
xk

�
Emax � ↵a0f2

k

�

c0

!)
. (21)

Let us now denote the index of the single WS that satisfies
C20 with strict equality by k⇤. Clearly, the same WS also
satisfies C40 and C50 with strict equality, and the rest of the
WSs with inequality. Thus, instead of 3K constraints, (19)
can be analyzed as a convex optimization problem with only
3 equality constraints. Its Lagrangian is given by

L = T0 + �

✓
egk

⇤
�eg(k

⇤�1)

g �
xk⇤(Emax�↵a0f

2
k⇤)

c0

◆

+ �
⇣

a0
fk⇤ + c0

g � T0

⌘
+ µ (fk⇤ � fmax) ,

(22)

where �, �, and µ are non-negative Lagrange multipliers
associated with each of the three constraints, respectively.
Setting the derivatives of L with respect to ⌧0, g and fk⇤ to
zero, we obtain

dL
dT0

= 1� � = 0
dL
dg = �

�c0
g2 + �

⇣
k⇤ek

⇤g�(k⇤�1)e(k
⇤�1)g

g �
ek

⇤g�e(k
⇤�1)g

g2

⌘
= 0

dL
dfk⇤ = �

�a0

f2
k⇤

+ � 2↵a0fk⇤xk⇤
c0

+ µ = 0

(23)
From the first equation of (23), we obtain � = 1, which
validates that C3

0
for k⇤ is satisfied with strict equality. The

second equation is transformed as:

� =
c0 eg(1�k⇤)

1 + g(1� k⇤)� eg + k⇤geg
� 0, (24)

which is positive for any g > 0 and k � 0, which validates
that C2

0
for k⇤ is satisfied with strict equality. Inserting (24)

into the third equation of (23), we obtain:

µ =
a0
f2
k⇤

�
2↵a0fk⇤xk⇤eg(1�k⇤)

1 + g(1� k⇤)� eg + k⇤geg
� 0. (25)

Scenario 1: Let us assume fk⇤ < fmax, yileding µ = 0.
Setting (25) to zero, and setting C20 to equality, we obtain
the set of equations given in (8). The solution of this set,
(g0k⇤ , f0k⇤), is the desired optimal solution if f0k⇤ < fmax.
Otherwise, f0k⇤ = fmax, and g⇤ is determined by Scenario 2.

Scenario 2: Let us assume that fk⇤ = fmax, in which case
µ > 0. The optimal value of g is determined directly from
the equation (8b). The condition for the validity of this case
is obtained from (25) as follows:

2↵f3
maxxk⇤eg0k⇤ (1�k⇤) < 1+g0k⇤(1�k⇤)�eg0k⇤+k⇤g0k⇤eg0k⇤ .

(26)
If condition (26) is satisfied, the optimal solution is given
by (g0k⇤ , fmax). Considering both scenarios, g⇤ is finally
determined by:

g⇤ = min {g01, g02, ..., g0K} . (27)

Since either C20 or C30 can be active in (4), the general
solution presented by Theorem 1 is obtained by merging
together (18) and (27), which yields z⇤ given by (6).
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